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Hello everyone this is Jim and welcome to the 9-9-2016 Gateway Portal Channeling. I
thank you all for being here and offering yourself in this service. Today 9-9-9, 2016 is a
9 that means numerologically we are at a 9-9-9 portal today. Take a deep breath and we
will begin.
Grounding Meditation-Visualize yourself standing on Uluru and be aware that everyone
on this call and listening to this audio is also standing there with you. Be aware that
we’re forming a group energy, and as we all feel ourselves in sync with Uluru we begin
to slide into Uluru. See the Clay Red colored Light around you, this nurturing Light of
Uluru, this sacred site, and activate your Hara Line, the Pillar of Light beneath the
bottoms of your feet that extends all the way to the Core of Mother Earth. And we call
Divine Mother, Mother of the Universe, Mother of the Cosmos, Victory, Guardian of
Divine Plan, Great Silent Watcher to wrap themselves around us as we send our roots
down all the way around the Hara Line, wrapping themselves around the Core Crystal,
and they all send their roots down around ours holding us tightly to the Core Crystal.
We now imagine the tree trunk forming around us, and sending the tree roots down
around to be the final layer around all the other roots, including our own, holding us tight
to the Core Crystal. The outer layer of the tree trunk, an Emerald Green Light pouring
the Energies of Abundance & Healing into the cylinder, and we see the cylinder extend
all the way up through the heavens to branch out into branches and leaves into the Pool of
Creation.
Wrapped around the Green, Emerald Green of the outside layer of this tree trunk see the
Plum colored Light of Divine Mother’s Light of Rejuvenation. And we ask Great Silent
Watcher to put the Tornado of Turquoise Blue Light around that, and we call on the
Guardian, the Cosmic Guardian of Stability to bring her Eggplant colored Light around
that, stabilizing this grid and providing her Energies to this protection grid.
Now focus on the Core Crystal and see the Amber colored Light at the center of the Core
Crystal, and we pull that up through our root system all the way to the bottoms of our
feet, filling the bottoms of our feet and our torso and all of our Physical Body and our 5
Body System with the Amber colored Light, the Life Force Energy of Mother Earth. See
it fill all of your Chakras, rejuvenating them and your 5 Body System. Now it pours out
the Crown all the way up the cylinder that is the tree trunk, all the way up to the Pool of
Creation, pouring into the Pool of Creation.
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See that Great Silent Watcher is pouring her Turquoise Blue and Gold Light into
the Pool of Creation and Cosmic Mother her Vibrant Amber colored Light, Mother
of the Universe her Vibrant Pink mixed with Gold, Guardian of the Divine Plan
Warm Orange and Gold, Victory with her Champaign color and Gold, Divine
Mother with her Golden Brown Light and Guardian of Compassion pouring her
Creamy Peach colored Light of Compassion into the Pool of Creation. All of these
Lights pouring down through the tree trunk to your Crown, filling your body 5
Body System, all of your Chakras, and pouring down through the bottoms of your
feet, down the Hara Line, all the way to the Core Crystal bringing the Cosmic
Energies to Mother Earth.
We call on Goddess Gaia, the Deity of Mother Earth. Call on her with love and
gratitude to receive these Lights and to bring the Energies of the Divine Feminine to
Earth, to the 5 Elements of Earth, raising the vibration of Earth, the 5 Elements, the
kingdoms of Earth and humankind.
Now those Energies all mix together in the Core Crystal, come back up through the root
system, through the tree trunk to the bottoms of your feet, mixing into your body, 5 Body
System and going up to the Pool of Creation where each one of these Deities
reinvigorates the Energies, amplifies the Energies, and sends them all back down through
the tree trunk, through the Crown, filling your body, out the bottoms of your feet, down
to the Core Crystal, mixing and once again coming back up, and as it fills your body and
your being we move our consciousness with the Energies all the way up to the Pool of
Creation.
Around the Pool of Creation stand all of these Cosmic Guardians, Guardians of the
Divine Feminine, Earth’s Deities, Sanat Kumara, Mother Mary, all of the Goddesses of
Mother Earth, Goddesses Gaia, and our two Angels stand on the side of the Pool of
Creation. We step out, place our robes, our ceremonial robes on, take our scepter from
the other tray, we turn to face Divine Mother in the distance sitting on her Throne,
Goddess Shakti on one side, Lord Shiva on the other, Great Silent Watcher standing
behind Divine Mother and we move towards Divine Mother. As we reach her she stands,
raises her arms and we’re pulled into her bosom. The Golden Brown Light of Divine
Mother that holds the Copper Gold within it wrapped around us. Take a moment and feel
these Energies and send Divine Mother your love, appreciation and gratitude.
Now we stand before Divine Mother, Great Silent Watcher and the Topaz Blue
Cosmic Guardian of Protection and Goddess Victory standing around us. Great
Silent Watcher pours the Turquoise Blue Light over our heads and creates the 8 layered
cocoons around us. Our Physical Body is filled with Turquoise Blue, our Astral Body,
our Emotional Body, our Mental Body, Spiritual Body, our Light Body, another layer for
protection, and the 8th layer for Victory.
Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection pours her Topaz Blue Light filling each
one of these layers with her Blue Light, and Victory pours her Frosted Blue Light with
Platinum into the 8th layer, it moves in and fills all of the layers with the Energies of
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Victory. Take a moment and feel each one of these layers energized and absorbing the
Energies of each one of these Great Beings.
Now we pull our Energies to the 8th layer, the layer of Victory, and we imagine ourselves
standing before Goddess Victory on her Throne. Before us a Pool of Platinum and
Pewter colored Lights swirling, and Victory picks up a martini shaped chalice, dips it in
and fills it with these Energies and holds it before her mouth and she begins to recite the
sacred syllables in the Language of Light from her own galaxy purifying these Energies
of Victory.
Divine Mother standing next to us begins to pour the Golden Brown colored Light that
is her Light and the Light that animates this 144 Dimensional Reality that we live in.
They begin to rub it on our bodies, pouring it over our heads, rubbing it on in circular
motions clockwise, filling our Physical Body, all of our 5 Body System Light Body, and
as they do this we can feel it radiate out from us into our environment into everything that
is around us and our reality, the trees, the rocks, the plants, the 5 Body System of Mother
Earth, the 5 Elements, and when they finish completely rubbing this Energy of Victory,
this Light of Victory, this paste, Divine Mother stands behind us with her palms on our
back and Victory places her palms over our Cosmic Heart, Personal Heart, the front of
our torso, to amplify these Energies, to let them flow to every cell of your body, all of
your Chakras. They fill your 5 Body System and Light Body to satiate your body, so that
you’ll constantly be in the Energies of Victory and exude and radiate the Energies of
Victory from you to everyone and everything around you. Take a moment as you feel
these Energies continue to be heightened within you from our Beloved Goddess Victory
and Divine Mother, and the next voice you hear will be that of our Beloved Nasrin. So It
Is.
Nasrin begins: 13:53
Hello everyone and welcome to 9-9-2016. As Jim mentioned this is a very important
portal this year, perhaps the most important portal so far because all the numbers add up
to 9, and three of anything is the number for creation. So we have three 9’s and that
anchors the Energy into the creative vibration, which means manifesting what you need
to manifest, and bringing to your reality what you desire, is going to be easier. Even
though this day will finish, you can always connect yourself to the energy of this day and
to this meditation, and you can repeat this meditation, come in with 1, 2, 3, or more
intentions and set those intentions, and say I am repeating this meditation to manifest and
to realize this particular intention. It can even be on behalf of someone else. It can be for
the benefit of Mother Earth. It can be a prayer for Divine Mother, and it can also be all of
the above. There’s no reason why you can’t have a prayer for Divine Mother, a prayer
for Earth and peace and a prayer for yourself and loved ones. All can go hand in hand.
Let’s take a deep breath. We invite Divine Mother into our hearts, into our homes, into
our lives, into the lives of our loved ones, and as we move through the portal of 9-9 we
ask Divine Mother to strengthen her presence, to magnify her presence, to deepen her
presence in our lives and within our bodies. We ask her to expand her presence on our
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minds. It’s a great thing when you get up in the morning and she’s on your mind and her
Energy stays with you throughout the day, and then you go to bed and you have dreams
that you know relate to her. Dreams that she’s present and guiding, and you wake up
remembering those, and that freshness and the love that she sends to all of us is very
present with you again as you start the day. That’s ideal. So let’s set the intention for
that to happen, for the Energies of Divine Mother to penetrate more deeply, more widely,
more extensively into our lives and our beings.
Divine Mother: 17:28
My Beloved Children of Light I’m your very own Divine Mother.
I thank you for your love, for your support and your prayers. This is a portal for
completion. 9 is a number for completion. This year we are three quarters into the
year. We have completed two thirds. And now I would like to move into the Energies
and bring to you the elements from all the teachings and the gifts that in my opinion will
help you the most. So I ask you to continue to envision that Goddess Victory is giving
you her Light, her Energy, her Platinum Pewter Light of Victory, and I ask you to
remember last month, wherever you go you are spreading the Light of Victory to people,
to places, to things from plants to minerals, to animals to other people.
I would like to ask Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan to come in and offer you her
own Light. You might remember that at some point she brought her Warm Orange Light
that helps you choose the right plan for yourselves. She is the Guardian of the best and
the highest Divine Plan for Earth. She chooses from amongst different alternate
realties the best possibilities for every one of us on Earth, and for all the kingdoms, the 5
Elements, for all the beings. She has come to Earth, she has brought her Energies closer
to the 3rd Dimension, she has made her presence known and available to you because she
wants to be of utmost help, especially to this 3rd Dimensional Realm. Her presence is
known by the Beings in the higher dimensions, but the 3rd Dimension has forgotten that
there is a Divine Plan. She has agreed to make her presence known at least to those of
you who are fully awake and aware.
I therefore invite her to come and renew her gift of the Warm Orange paste which she
makes from the sacred ashes and her Warm Orange Light. The mixture becomes a
paste, and she comes and stands with myself and Goddess Victory, and she rubs this
Warm Orange colored paste on your entire body, and then Goddess Victory
removes her hands from your Cosmic Heart Personal Heart Chakra to allow
Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan to place her hands on your Cosmic Heart Personal
Heart Chakra, while Victory moves to the back of your body with me and together
we keep sending you our individual Energies together from the back of your Cosmic
Heart Personal Heart Chakra, back of your torso, expanding the Energies into your
5 Body System and Light Body. Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan rubbing it on
your body and holding her hands right over the front of your Cosmic Heart
Personal Heart Chakras, Goddess Victory and myself sending our own individual
Energies from behind you into your Physical Body and helping it to spread into
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your 5 Body System and Light Body. I ask you to pause for a moment and pray for the
highest and the best of Divine Plan for yourself, for your loved ones, for other members
of the group, and everything that happens at Path to Enlightenment Mystery School and
Waves of Bliss, Indigos Awaken and all affiliated organizations, past, present and future
and all the organizations that each of you are involved in……(silence)….
Now I am going to invite Great Silent Watcher. She comes in with her beautiful
Turquoise Blue Light, and she takes a handful of the ashes and she pours her
Turquoise Blue Light, and the Angels come forth and pour rose water and oils from
gardenias and jasmines to make it even more aromatic, even more fragrant, and it
becomes a paste.
Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan comes and joins myself and Goddess Victory behind
you while Great Silent Watcher offers you the paste, and she dips her beautiful large
Scepter of Power into this liquid paste and pours it from the top of your head down
to the bottoms of your feet. She holds her Scepter above your head, above everyone
present including myself, Goddess Victory and Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan,
and she pours it down and it goes from your Physical Body into your 5 Body System
and Light Body, and while she’s doing that Great Silent Watcher invites the Topaz
Blue Goddess of Protection to come in and add her Topaz Blue Light to the mix for
greater protection.
The protection that this Cosmic Guardian, Goddess, offers you is not just to protect you
from others, or other elements, or other energies and entities but also to protect you from
making wrong choices, to protect you from going down dead-end streets. It’s a metaphor
I have used before and I use it again. It’s no use spending time going into areas of life
that only delay you, only distract you, take your energy and don’t give back to you what
you need, what you desire. It is perfect to have the wherewithal, to have the guidance to
always start and complete projects that elevate you, that help you, that make you
succeed on all areas and walks of life, whether it is something you want to do for
yourself, for your children in your mundane life, something as simple as planting a tree,
buying a new item for yourself, for a loved one, for the house or something much more
sublime and spiritual as finding the right teacher, reading the right book, choosing the
right exercise, meditating with the right guided meditation, that requires protection and it
is that level and complexity of protection that Cosmic Guardian of Protection with her
Topaz Blue Light brings to you through the guardianship of Great Silent Watcher.
So I’m going to ask you to take a moment and to pray to Great Silent Watcher and to
the Topaz Blue Goddess of Protection, Cosmic Guardian of Protection, for the
things, for the ideas, for designs, concepts, thoughts that you have which you would
like to see manifest, and that can apply to yourselves, loved ones, Earth, Divine
Mother, and extend to all walks of life, mundane and sublime. Take a moment and
pray over things you would like to see happen…(silence)…….
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There are many Cosmic Guardians, many Angelic Beings, many Guardians from
different parts of the universe who have gathered in your name on this auspicious
day, and they all cheer you on, and they all offer you their gifts.
I ask you to focus on the four Beings and myself, Goddess Victory, Cosmic Guardian
of Divine Plan, Topaz Blue Guardian of Protection, and above all our Beloved Great
Silent Watcher for the rest of this month. For the rest of this year stay focused on
them. Keep seeing them put their empowering gifts of these paste that carry their Life
Force and Energy on your body. Keep seeing yourself rise up in consciousness,
expanding to higher levels; reaching to places where your ego no longer gets in your
way, or in our way; where your personal desires that don’t serve you stop and fall from
your mind. And in their place the thoughts and ideas of higher and better things that
make you more successful in the mundane world, in the earthly realm, as well as
successful and victorious and glorious in the higher realms, those are the thoughts,
those are the ideas and the designs I wish for you, and I pray that you carry on.
Remember the gift of the Warm Orange paste from Cosmic Guardian of Divine
Plan, the Platinum Pewter paste that carries the Light of Victory and the support of
Goddess Victory. Remember the Turquoise Blue Light that pours from Great
Silent Watcher’s Scepter and is imbued with the Topaz Blue Light of Protection, the
type of protection that keeps you focused on doing the best things at all times while
enjoying what you do and feeling gratified. Meantime accomplishing the most you could
accomplish from any project at any given time. I give you another moment to express
your joy, appreciation, gratitude in your own words to all the Beings who have gathered
in your name, and then after we complete this session I ask you to give us 5, 10, 15
minutes or longer by laying down, or sitting and allowing each of us to align you to the
higher realms, to the higher plan, to the Energies of Protection, Fearlessness,
Empowerment, Victory and to your very own Divine Mother. Take a
moment…(silence)…….
Now I ask you to give me the few minutes to align you and to spend time with these
Beings. May this be the beginning of greater, better things for all of you. I Am your very
own Divine Mother. So It Is.
Jim concludes: Thank you Nasrin, thank you Divine Mother, all of these Beings and I
thank all of you. Until next month So It Is.
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